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Abstract

The high energy resolution and the large dynamic r ange of the ZEUS calo¡imeter

put extreme requirements on linearity and gain stability of the photomultiplier tubes

used in the detector. For tracking analysis of the physics events from ZEUS, an

understanding of the changes in the solenoidal magnetic field due to the presence of

the diffe¡ent types of construction iron in the detector is necessary.

Several samples of the steel used in the construction of the ZEUS detector were

obtained. Ring samples were machined out of these steels. The rings then were

wrapped with about 450 turns of fine copper wire as a pick-up coil and about 250

turns of a coarse magnet wire to energize the samples. These ring samples were

investigated for magnetization, coercive force, remanence, and permeability. The

phenomena of magnetization and especially of the hysteresis properties of the steels

give evidence that the magnetic properties of the samples are sensitive functions of

the structure and constitution. Hysteresis is affected by a number of factors, among

which are composition of the material, heat treatment, fabrication and temperature.

Magnetic properties of the samples are discussed. It is found that the coe¡cive

force of the samples, which is a measure of quality of the material, ranges f¡om 180

to about 350 A,/m and that the remanent field ranges from about 0.3 to 0.9 tesla.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1..1. ZEUS: A Detector for EERA

Electron-proton interactions have been one of the most important experimental

methods used to study the structure of matter [DH86]. The interactions provide

better understanding of the structure of the nucleon and the weak current coupling

to quarks and leptons. The Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron l,aboratory, DESY,

located in Hamburg, has constructed the Hadron Electron Ring Accelerator, HER¡,

which will provide colliding beams of 820 GeV protons and 30 GeV electrons.

HERA offe¡s exciting and unique physics opportunities. The HERA machine design

parameters are summarized in table 1 [z,D86} Using HERd physicists will be able

to examine electron and quark substructure to distances of a few 10-æ m and search

for new mediators of the neutral (NC) and charged current (CC) interactions with

masses up to 800 GeV. Next to electron-quark scattering, photon-gluon and W-gluon

fusion will play an important role. The measurements of NC and CC scattering put

a premium on the detection of the electrons and the quark jets. Particles and jets

with energies up to 820 GeV have to be measured with high precision. This calls for

a detecto¡ which employs a calorimeter of the best possible hadron energy resolution

to make the most accurate measufements of the Nc and cc cross sections. These

measurements of the proton structure functions provide access to three different

areas of physics. These areas are electron-quark substructure, properties of the

electroweak current and Quantum Chromod¡'namics (QCD) inte¡actions, ZEUS is
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a detector capable of exploiting the physics possibilities provided by HERA. ZEUS

has been designed \¡¡ith the following components and properties:

(1) hermetic electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter with uniform response

to electrons and hadrons and the best possible hadron energy resolutions.

(2) high precision charged pa¡ticle tracking detectors covering the whole solid

angle with special emphasis on resolving tracks travelling in the proton

direction where the track densities are high,

(3) electron and muon identification, in particular for the jsolated tracks

expected from exotic processes.

(4) a leading proton detector to obtain fully contained events.

(5) electron and muon tagging for a luminosity measurement and for the

identification of the photoproduction processes.

Figure 1.1 shows an isometric view of the detector. The essential components

\¡¡ithin a thin magnetic solenoid (SOLENOID) are the vertex detector (VXD),

central track detector (CTD) transition radiation detector (TRD) and planar

chambers (FTD, RTD). Surrounding the SOLENOID are an electromagnetic (EMC)

and a hadron calorimeter (HAC) completely covering the solid angles. A backing

calorimete¡ (BAC), barrel and rear muon detector (MU), and a forward muon

spectrometer (FMU) are also identified IZE,86I.

The high resolution calorimete¡ consists of depleted uranium plates interleaved

with plastic scintillator. Balancing the thickness of absorber and scintillato¡ achieves

approximately equal response to electrons and had¡ons along with optimal energy



resolution. The scintillator plates are read out via wave length shifter bars, light

guides and photomultipliers. The backing calorimeter uses as absorber iron plates

which form the magnet yoke [2E86].

The calorimeter is divided into three main components; the forward calorimeter

(FCAL), the barrel calorimeter (BCAL) and the rear calorimeter (RCAL), as shown

in figure 1,2. The structure of the three CAL components is similar, Each

calorimete¡ unit (FCAL, RCA! or BCAL) consists of a back beam and two C-arms,

or C-legs, as shown in figure 1,.3 lZE89}

The central track detector consists of a cylindrical jet-type drift chamber with an

outer radius of 85 cm and an overall length of 240 cm, The ve¡tex detector, which

is used to detect decays of short lived particles, has a time-expansion type d¡ift cell.

The muon spectrometer employs drift and limited streamer tube chambers plus

scintillator counters. Both the ba¡rel and the forward muon detector systems provide

event triggers which may be used fo¡ exotic and heavy flavour physics, as well as for

cosmic ray tests. The muon detector is constructed using double-layers of limited

streamer tubes of non-flammable construction lZF,86l,

The magnetic solenoid is superconducting and provides a field of 1.8 T which

ensures accurate measurement of charged tracks through the central, forward and

rear tracking detectors. It has an inner radius of 86 cm, a length of 280 cm and is

0,8 radiation lengths thick [Z,E86].

More info¡mation about the different elements of the ZEUS Detecto¡ and how

they operate may be obtained from the technical proposal fo¡ the detector [Z,D86].
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1.2 Purpose of This Study

Canada participates as a major partner in the internåtional collaboration building

ZEUS. ZEUS represents a significant opportunity for Canadian physicists to work

at one of the important frontiers in elementary particle physics.

Canada has responsibility for half the forwa¡d and rear calorimeters (FCAL and

RCAL) along with the third level rrigger sysrem. Reading out the calorimeters using

photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) involves a special difficulty because proper operation

of the PMTS requires that ambjent magnetic fields must not exceed 10-6 T. The

magnetic field of the solenoid, in the regions of the PMTS can be as high as 0.2 T so

that a reduction of seve¡al orders of magnitude in field. intensity is required. In

ZEUS, this reduction is provided by bulk magnetic shielding rubes for the pMTs

and the construction iron contained within the calorimeter units [ZDg6].

The ZEUS calorimeter puts quite extreme requirements on linearity and gain

stability of the PMTs. The PMTs must be shielded againsr a magnetic field which

is < 0.06 T except for the RCAL where the field might go up to about 0.2 T. The

shield has to reduce the magnetic field between photocathode and anode to values

of about 5 A,/m (10{ T in air) for fields rransverse to the pMT axis and to 100 A,/m

(2ûx10{ T in air) for longirudinat fields [2D86].

one solution is to encase the PMT in one or more concentric cylindrical shells

made from high permeability materials. However in regions of large field intensities

a combination of additional bulk shielding, and magnetic flux redirection is required

fo¡ the successful operation of the pMT,s lzDg6l.



Because modelling of the magnetic field is important to effective analysis of the

data from ZEUS, an understanding of the changes in the solenoidal magnetic field

due to the presence of all the different types of construction steel jn the detectors is

necessary. Also the forces on the solenoid and calorimeters are very much

dependent on the magnetization curves. For this reason, the ZEUS project initiated

a series of calculations [CO91] and measurements [M491] of the solenoidal field in

the presence of different types of steel. The final predictions of these modifications

of the magnetic field depend on the magnetic properties of the various types of steel

used in the construction of the detector. Hence this detailed studv of the B versus

H characteristics of these steels was undertaken.

1,3 Locations of the different steels under study in ZEUS

Figure 1.3 shows a three dimensional view of an FCAL module in the orientation

in which it is installed in the ZEUS detector.

The various types of steel, which are to be tested for their magnetic properties,

are machined into ring samples for reasons to be explained later. The steels used in

the construction of the modules are as follows:

(1) Canadian steels I and II in the back beam.

(2) C-Arm steel in the Canadian C-arm.

(3) The German steel in the Dutch back beam.

(4) The Dutch steel in the Dutch C-arm.



(5) The US steel in the BCAL units.

Table 2 section 4.6 (p.71) lists the geometric dimensions and coil number for all

the ring samples which were obtained from the above mentioned steels.

There are also four steels from ZEUS which were not studied for their magnetic

properties. These steels are the main yoke, compensator yoke, FCAL-HACI

cladding and FMU toroids. No samples of these steels were available for analysis

when this study was undertaken. However, a thin sample from the FCAL-HACI

cladding unit has recently been made available. An attempt will be made to

fabricate a sample from this material fo¡ future analysis. The use of magnetic

cladding steel for the FCAL-HACI uranium was selected to assist in the balance of

forces on the ZEUS superconducting solenoid.

10



Chapter 2

Magnetism in matter

2.1 Introduction

Materiars may be crassified into five types according to rheir magnetic properties.

These five different caregories are named diamagnetic, paramagnetic, ferromagnetic,

antiferromagnetic, and ferrimagnetic. These different magnetic behaviours are

attributed to three main causes; electron orbitar motion, electron spin, and nucrear

spin' Nuclear spin is usualry very weak. A, of these effects may be represented by

equivarent atomic currents flowing in circurar roops. Each of these atomic current

loops may be represented by its magnetic, or dipole, moment, m.

when dealing with magnetic materials, it is convenient to speak of the rerative

,permeabilíty 
x defined as x =lL.lpo

where: ¡.r. is the permeability in units of hen¡ys/meter.

¡¿o is the permeability of vacuum, or free space, in units of henrys/meter.

Thus the relative permeabirity is a dimensionress quantity and has a magnitude of
unity for vacuum' The relative permeabirity is slightry rarger than unity for
paramagnetic materiars and is srightry Iess than unity for diamagnetic substances. For
ferromagnetic materiars, the varue of rerative permeabirity is generarìy much greater
rhan unity [KR53 j.

For diamagnetic materiars, the net magnetic moment of each molecure, in the
absence of an externar magnetic field, is zero. The apprication of an externar

11



magnetic fierd induces a slight net morecurar moment directed opposite to the
exrernar fierd which produces a rerative permeability slightly ress than unity.

In paramagnetic materiars, there are net permanent magnetic moments which are

randomry oriented' Applying an external magnetic fierd causes some of these

magnetic moments to arign in the same direction as the magnetic field inducing a

relative permeabiliry slightly greater than uniry.

In ferromagnetic materiars, molecures possess atomic magnetic dipore moments

which are aligned para,er to each other in certain regions, cared domait*. . These

alígnments are caused by the strong interactions between neighbouring moments.
The arígnments persist in the materiar even after the appried external magnetic fierd
is removed,

In antiferromagnetic materiars, the a jacent morecules arso have magnetic

moments of equal strength, howeve¡ their alignment is antiparallel to each other.
Finaty' in rhe câse of ferrimagnetic materiars, the adjacent morecures have

magnetic moments which are not only antiparallel but moreover are of different
strengths' Figure 2.1 itustrates a one-dimensionar model of these different rypes of
magneric marerials IKR53].

2.2 Ferromagnetism

While all materia¡s show some magnetic effects, these effects are weak except in
the case of ferromagnetic materiars, as described briefry in the previous section.
Ferromagnetism occurs in materiars such as iron, cobart, nicker, and their alloys.

T2
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when a small exte¡nar magnetic fierd is applied to these substances, a rarge degree

of alignment of internal dipore moments is attained. In some cases these arigned

dipoles can persist after the enernar magnetic field is removed. This is due to the

strong forces among these dipore moments. These forces are predicted by quantum

mechanícs and cannot be " exprained " in terms of crassicar physia [RE66]. The

magnetic moment of a dipole is defined as

P=md (2.2.1)

whe¡e: d is a vector pointing from negative to positive pole, and the quantity m is

the pole strength.

The positive pole of a magnet is also called a ,, north_seeking pole ,,, or simply its

north pole, and the negative pole is caried a " south-seeking pore,,, or a south pore.

All magnetized materiars have both a norrh and a south pore. These pores arways

appear in pairs and can not be separated, making a very important distinction

between electric charges, which cân be isolated, and magnetic poles [BO51].
Atomic theory has shown that the magnetic dipore moments observed in bulk

matter arise from two origins' The first one is the motion of erectrons about their
aromic nucleus (orbitar angular momentum) and the other is the rotation of the

electron about its own axis (spin angurar momentum). However the spin contribution

is often more important than that of the orbital motion.

To explain the phenomenon of ferromagnetism, Weiss tWE'7l postulated the

existence of smarr regions that are spontaneously magnetized within the material.

These regions are called domains. The direction of alignment varies from one

14



domain to another inducing a net magnetic moment of zero magnitude, due to
moments canceling each other, for that particurar substance in the absence of an

external magnetic field.

Domains can have different shapes and sizes, ranging in size from a few

micrometers to a few mirimetres, depending on the materiar and its past history.

Each domain has many magnetic dipores which are produced as a resurt of the

electron spin' These dipoles are arigned in para,er by the strong forces among

neighbouring dipoles. Figure 2.2a i'ustrates a rypical magnetization curve and figure

2'2b illustrates the corresponding reration of the permeabirity ¡r as a function of the

appried fierd H' The curve rises from a point on rhe p-¿xis above the origin (the
initial permeability is non-zero) to a maximum, &,.,, then falls ofî [8O51] A [WAg6].
The maximum permeability, ,¿¿mar, occurs at that point on the magnetization curve

wjth the largest ¡atio of B to H.

As stated earrier, in the absence of an external magnetic fierd, there is usuaty no
spontaneoui magnetic fierd in the material as a whore. This absence of magnetic

field corresponds to point o in the magnetization curve shown in figure 2.2a. Figure
2'3a illustrates the corresponding situation for the domains. If an ene¡nar magnetic

'field E is applied, for example, in the x-direction, those domains which possess

moments in the direction of the applied field increase their size at the expense of
neighbouring domains, and the internal magnetíc fierd increases greatry over the
external fierd alone. This result corresponds to that portion of the magnetization
curve from point o ro point p, shown in figure 2.2a. Figure 2.3b irustrates the

15
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corresponding siruation fo¡ the domain. If the magnetizing field H is strong enough,

one domain takes over entirery, and the material is said to be "saturated',. This

saturation point is represented by point p, in fìgure 2.2a. Figure 2.3c shows the

corresponding state of the domains. Beyond point p, in figure 2.2a, the magnetic flux

density, B, increases with H ât a rate equal to ¡.co.

Even though this picture of the magnetization process is an oversimprified one,

it accounts quaritatively for many of the important phenomena. Another process,

also occu¡s which was not previously mentioned. Not only do domains change in size

when an external field is applied, but rhe rength of specimen arso changes during

magnetization. This phenomenon is known as magrxetostriction lHo52l. However,

this effect can occur only if the specimen is not rigid. Non-rigid materials can deform

under the influence of the external field. Magnetostriction is generally on a very

small scale and can be neglected for most materials IWAg6l.

In 7932 Broch [BL3z] predicted theoreticalry rhat the boundaries berween rhe

different domains are not sharp on an atomic scale but they spread over a certain

thickness' Through this thickness the direction of spins changes gradualy f¡om one

domain to the next. This region is called a dotnain wøl/ or sometimes it is called a

Bloclt wall.

The process of shifting domain boundaries in response to an external magnetic

field is not entirery reversible. As the appried magnetic field H is increased, the

conditions for minimum energl are changed. The new domain structure represents

minimum energy under these new conditions. over the first porrion op" of the

i8



magnetization curve in rigure 2.2a, the domain walr motion is approximatery

reversible. If the magnetic field H is reduced to zero, the domain walrs move back

to their original position and the magnetization returns to zero along poo. Beyond

Po, the domain wall motion is irreversible. If the applied field H is reduced, the¡e wilr

be a retu¡n to randomly oriented domains, but that return will be far from complete.

Now when the externar fierd H is removed, a residual, or remnant, dipole fierd

remains in the substance. By point pr, the domain walls have moved about as much

as they can and the wa s movement ceases approximately at this poinl. However,

there are stilr some domains reft whose magnetic moments are not compretery aligned

with the applied fierd. As the appried fierd is increased further along the portion

P,Pr, these nonaligned domain slowry rotate to line up with the applied field. This

process is carled domain rotation. At point pr, we have reached saturation. Further

increase in E does nor change B appreciably [SK6g].

Ferromagnetic materiars are commonry used for transformers and permanent

magnets. For permanent magnets, a flat topped wide hysteresis curve is required

so that the magnetization remains at high levers even after the removal of the

exte¡nal field' This impries a rarge area enclosed by the hysteresis curve and,

consequently, high losses. This type of material is caled a hard magnetic material.

For transformers and motors, this type of materiar is inappropriate since it involves

significant energy losses. Instead, a material is needed in which the domain warl

movement is nearry reversibre and that has a narrow hysteresis curve, and a high

permeability, This type of material is called a soft magnetic materiat [F866].
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23 Magnetization Curves

The permeability ¡t of a material is given by

tL= BIH = Kp" (2.3.1)

where: B is the magnítude of flux density B in units of webers/metersz.

H is the magnitude of field E. in units of amp/meter.

¡ro is the permeability of vacuum and has a magnitude of hrx70.7 H/meter.

rc is the relarive permeability of material 
. 
(dimensionless).

The permeab'ity, p, represents the rerative increase in the flux caused .by the
presence of the magnetic materíal [Bo51j. It is very important ro nore rhat the

permeability p, or the ratio BÆI, is not a constant for ferromagnetic substances bur

is dependent upon the initial conditions, the past history of the materiar and the
value of H.

A "permeabirity" g', for ferromagnetics, must never be defined simpry as trrc varue

of B/FI. It musr be defined as a value of B/FI, of dB/dH, or of ¿Bl¿H. Such special
definitions read to such concepts as initiar permeabirity, differentiar permeabirity, and

incremental permeability, respectively. A plot of p as a function of H is shown in
figure 2.2b, where the maximum ¡r is found at the point where the line joining the
origin to a point on the magnetization curve is tangent to the curve. This
corresponds to the line from point O to point p, in figure 2.2a.

If the sample is initia'y unmagnetized (virgin), i.e B--0, and rhe fierd H is srowry

H is sontetintes ca'ed "naenetic.færd inrensiry^ but this nanrc is not panicurarþ appropriate sinceit invties that H is anatopous rt the 
"Lra, ¡ra iiàriry ;";;;;; ; ,", the case. rn force expressionsB, as opposed to H, enreis those expressionsj H is 

"lr. ,Llà :i;' ì,"sret¿¡ng force^ [KR53]p.215.
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inc¡eased in magnitude from zero, the flux density w l change nonrinearry with H as

shown in figure 2.2a' The rerative permeabirity of a particurâr point on the

magnetization curve is given by " = B/(¡¿"H) where B is the ordinate of that point

and H is the abscissa of the point.

The point P, in figure 2.2a, as stated earlier, is calred the saturation point,

beyond which dB/dH = ¡¿o, i.e the substance has stopped contributing to the flux

density; any further increase of H will resurt in that much increase of B as in a

vacuum' However, for many materials, the values of H required to reach this point

are impractica,y rarge [wAg6]' The maximum permeability occurs at that point on

the magnetization curve where the ¡atio B/E is the largest.

The magnetization curve may be divided into two main portìons. The first

portion is the steep section where this corresponds to the condition of easy

magnetization. The second portion is the flattened section which corresponds to a

condition of dífficult, or hard, magnetization. Figure 2,4 shows the two regíons

IKRs3].

Since a domain contains milrions of atoms and it changes its orientation from one

direction of easy magnetization to another in a period measured in thousandths of

a second, the magnetization proceeds by steps rather than in a smooth fashion.

These steps may be observed by using sensitive measuring devices. Figure 2.4 shows

an enlarged portion of the magnetization curve which ilrustrates these steps tKR53].
The steps are called Barkhausen steps or jumps tKR53], named after their discoverer.

If the magnetic field strength II is now reduced, the same magnetization cuwe
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Figure 2.4 Regiotu of eary and. hard magnetization of thc nrcgnctizationculye-

H (A/m)
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will ttot be retraced. Instead, as indicated by the directions of the arrowheads in

figure 2.5 [KR53], B decreases more slowly and will have a finite value at zero

excitation field. That varue of B wirl be near its saturation value. Thus there is a

¡esidual flux density at zero excitation fierd. The retention of magnetization in zero

field is known as remane,zce and its value is shown as B, in figure 2.5. On applying

an H field in the opposite direction the value of B falls; reaching zero ar H = -H".

This value of the fierd strength is known as the coercive force. Ferromagnetic

mate¡ials are often classified as hard or soft, depending on whether the value of

coercive force is large or sma , respectivery. As the magnitude of the H fierd is

further increased in the opposite direction, a reverse flui density is set up which

quickJy reaches the negative saturation varue. rf rhe reverse fierd is now removed by

applying a positive field until H=0, we find thar again BÉ0 and rhere is a residual

magnetization, or flux density, -8.. To reduce B to zero, a coercive force +Hc must

be applied' The B versus E curve eventualry croses and the resurting curve is known

as a 
'tysteresis" 

loop, named by J.Ewing [EViS,]. This is illusrrared in figure 2.5

[KR53]' If the material is carried to saturarion at both ends of the hysteresis loop,

the resultant loop is called the saturation, or major, hysteresis loop [KR53]. For

easily magnetized materiars the hysteresis roop is thin with a small area enclosed.

on the other hand, the hysteresis loop for hard magnetic materials is wider with a

greater area enclosed.

...,'^'Ihe word hysteresis is dcrived front the Greek word h),slereein which nteans to be behindIwA86]fiaq.
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Figure 2.5 H),steresis loop.



Thus it is seen that the relation benveen B and H is not only nonlinear, but it is

not single valued either. Furrhermore, the change in the B fierd always lags behind

the change in the H field [W486].

Typically, the magnetization and hysteresis curves are different for different

materials. In addition to the nonlinear relation between B and H, the shape of the

hysteresis cuwes depends strongly on the chemicar composition of the substance, the

details of its preparation' temperature and finally on the subsequent physicar

treatment of the material.

2.4 Demagnetization

Demagnetization, or depenning, is a process where the ¡esidual magnetization of

a material is removed so that the residual flux density has a zero value when H=0.

The residual flux density can be reduced to zero by applying the coercive force

H"' But when this is done, the residuar flux density will rise to some varue Bo as

shown in figure 2.6. where by increasing -H to slightly larger value ihan -H. and

then decreasing it to zero, the condition of B=0 when H=0 may be achieved. This

is shown by the dashed lines in figure 2.6 tKR53]. However, this procedure requires

an accurate knowledge of B and H' the past history ofthe materiar, and the hysteresis

loop of the materiar' A¡other way of achieving the same state is by heating the

sample above the transition temperature and cooring in zero fierd. It is observed

experimentally that heat and mechanical shock tend to return the materiar to the

original unmagnetized srate. In fact, if the temperature is raised sufficientry high, the
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Figure 2.6 Parr o[ ùc h¡,stercsis loop showing the reductiott of B to zero.

Figure 2.7 DenagnetÞittg a specinrcn b¡, thc method of depemtíng.
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domains themselves are demagnetized and ferromagnetism disappears. The

temperature at which this occurs is ca ed the curie point (about 770 oc for iron)

lBo51l.

A simpler method is called demagnetization, or deperming, by reversars which

produces the same resurts. This is the method used in our experiment. In this

method, an alternating current, larger than the current used to produce the hysteresis

loop, is introduced into the primary windings and gradua y reduced on each reversar

so that the material, eventua y, is found in a demagnetized state when the externar

applied field is removed, as il¡usrrared in figure 2.'7, Thisprocess could be compreted

in just a few seconds if the materiar which is to be demagnetized is of smalr size. on

the other hand, a ronger time may be required for each reversal for a rarge magnetic

specimen because of the time lag between the field strength and the corresponding

induction. This is may be attributed to the srow decay of the induced eddy currents

and the ronger time it takes for a particurar domain to change its polarity tKR53].

Eddy, or circulating, currents are induced by the electromotive fo¡ce generated in the

plane at right angres ro the direction in which the flux is changing [Bo51]. These

currents are affected by a number of factors, such as the resistivity of the substance,

the geometry of materiar, the permeability and the frequency of the changing flux.

The direction of the eddy currents is always opposite to that of the applied

magnetizing current giving rise to them tBO51].

Eddy currents are unwanted because the heat produced not onry represents a

power loss but must arso be dissipated [TIg2]. However, in our experiment, this
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problem is not present due to the smalr size of the different specimens and the short

time required to demagnetize each sample.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Techniques

3.1 Introduction

Magnetic effects in most materiars are weak except for the group of substances

known as ferromagnetic materiars. The permeabirity of these materiars is not a

constant but is a function of the magnitude of the applied field, temperature and the

past history of the substance. In this chapter an experimentar method will be

desc¡ibed to study the magnetic behaviour of the steel sampres from the ZEUS

detecto¡.

3.2 Sample Preparation

A specimen of the materiar to be tesred is machined into a ring (torus)"'. The

measurement of the magnetization curves. by the ring method was used by Rowland

in L873, hence this type of ring is sometimes cated a Rowrand ring. The ring

specimen is, in many respects, nearest to the ideal when considering basic testing

principles' Then two separate coils of insurated wire are wound around the ring.

The wo coir windings are rhe magnetizing H coir and the pickup B coir. First, the

pickup -, or flux-sensing, or secondary, winding is put on and wound uniformry around

the ring. The primary, or magnetizing, winding is wound uniformly on top of the

pickup coil' The wire that is used for the primary winding shourd be large enough

This ¡ças done at the nnchine shop at the lJniversiÍ), of Manitoba.
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to avoid heating which may result in variations in current. Figure 3.1 illustrates such

a ring sample. When the sample is ready for experimentation, it is mounted on a

board with appropriate leads connected to the ends of both the primary and pìckup

coils.

In principle,. the coil may be uniformly distributed around the ring or

concentrated in a part of the ring. However, with a uniformly dist¡ibuted winding the

magnetic field is confined to the ring. with a concentrated winding there is some flux

density leakage into the air outside the ring. This leakage flux has escaped from the

magnetic circuit fo¡med by the ring. However, the effect of leakage flux in the case

of concentrated windings may, in many cases, be neglected when one is dealing with

samples that have a large permeability compared with that of air [8O51]. In our

experiment, we have adopted the method of uniformry distributed winding.

33 Advantages of the Ring Sample

using a ring specimen has many advantages. The fi¡st one is that the¡e are no

air gaps orjoints in the sampre, These discontinuities produce surfaces perpendicurar

to the lines of E and surface pore densities are induced on these surfaces. The

surface pole densities dominate the magnetic field and are avoided by the ring

sample' since the specimen is gapless (i.e. the magnetic field E is uniform around

the ring), there wirl be no sources of H "pores", and therefore no demagnetizing fierd.

secondly' the magnetic field H is uniform, to first approximation, in the cross section

throughout the length of the ring sample. Thirdly, since the radius r of the toroid
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is large compared with the cross-section radius p , the magnetizing field H can be

derived accurately from a knowledge of the magnetizing current, I, the dimensions

of the specimen, and the number of turns in the primary windings, and no

independent measurement of the magnetizing force is required. That is

t'I
J v"u.ds =fru.or

+ ( 2zrr )H = N, l

(3.3.1)

(3.3.2)

where: N, is the number of turns of the primary windings and

S is a surface bounded by an arbitrary path of integration.

'fable 2 section 4.6 (p.71) lists rhe geometric dimensions and coir numbers for all of

the samples.

3.4 Apparatus

The sampre is then connected into the apparatus which consists of a waveform

generator, a power supply, a 0.1 Ohm resistor, a Hewlett-packard (Hp) digital

multimeter (DVM), a monostable multivibrator, and a personal computer (pC) with

a general purpose interface bus (GprB) board. Figure 3.2 shows a block diagram of

the equipment setup.

A description of the apparatus used in the experiment is as follows:

(1) Microdot F2308 Waveform Generator:

The Microdot F2308 is a hìgh frequency Waveform Generator, providing a

continuously variabre serection of frequencies f¡om 0.005 Hz to 3 MHz. The F230B
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provides Square, sine, Triangle, and Ramp wave forms. it arso contains an inte¡naì

sawtooth Generator which enabres it to be operated as a sweep Generator, purse

Generator or Tone burst Generator. The two wave forms rvhich are used in our

experiment are the triangurar and the ramp, or sawtooth, wave forms. The triangular

wave is used to generate the hysteresis loops and the sawtooth wave is used for the

magnetizarion curves. Figure 3.3 shows a simprified block diagram of the F2308

instrument [MI70].

(2) Kepco Bipolar Operational power Supply (BOpS):

The Kepco Bops is an a solid-state design, featuring IC operationar amplifiers

(op amp) and silicon power transistors mounted on speciaì fan-coored heat sinks. rt

is a fast programmable power supply with considerable bandwidth. The Bops has

two bipolar contror channers, one for the vortage mode and the other for the current

mode. Each mode is individualry serectable and controlrable either from their front

panel controls, or by remote signars. The current channel is the one which is used

in our experiment. Figure 3.4 shows a circuit diagram of the Bops current contror

channel' More information about the Kepco Bops may be obtained from the

instruction manual of the instrument tKE7gl.

(3) A 0.1 Ohm can resisror:

The resistor ís a wire wound resistor manufactured by Leeds & Northrup Co. it
has four leads' two of which are for input (current) and the other trvo for output
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(voltage). The ¡esistor is used to measure

windings from which the magnitude of the H

current values through the primary

field can be calculated.

(4) Shopmade 400 ms monosrable multivibrator (MOV):

The monostable multivibrator, or the one shot, has only one stable state and one

unstable, or transient, state. The normar state of the circuit is the stable mode. A

trigger pulse flips the circuit into its unstable state. The circuit stays in the unstable

state for a fixed time, depending on the circuit time constant, 400 ms in our

experiment, ând then it flips back into its stabre mode again. The time constant of

the circuit is determined by the product of R and c, shown in figure 3.5. The stable

and unstable states correspond ro two different output voltages [SIg7j.

Figure 3.5 shows the circuit used in the construction of the one shot. The vortage

vr at the inverting input of the 741 .perationar amprifier (op amp) can neve¡ be

more positive than the diode turn-on vortage which is about 0.6 v. An op amp is a

general purpose high-gain dc amplifier that has a differentiar input (rwo input reads)

and a single-ended output (one output ,ead) [SIg7]. R, and R, are chosen such that:

u, = À u.. = [iq; t". > o.6v (3.4.1)

where: V"" is the supply voltage (= 15 V )

This choice of V, makes the noninverting input more positìve than the inverting

input and the op amp output will be +V.". This js the stable state where V, = V.
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= 0.6 V and Vour = *V"..

If a negative trigger pulse is fed through the capacitor C, to the noninverting

input then the op amp flips the output to the rorv state provided that V, is driven

below Vr. The low state is then Vou, = -V".. It can be shown that the time T over

whích the output remains low is given by [SIS7]:

V
D

.v
r=RC-¿nl I*''" It L 1-À I

. v -v
=RC1 ¿nlffi]

(3.4.2)

where: Vo is the diode forward voltage.

An attenuator is used to reduce the output vortages obtained from the one shot.

unattenuated output from the one shot goes from +15 v to -15 V. The attenuator

¡educes the output voltage levels to -r2,0 V. This is done since Vn1* for both the

triangular and ramþ waves should not exceed 2.0 V.

(5) Megacom PC with GPIB interface board:

The GBIP (General-Purpose Interface Bus), or HpIB (Hewlett-packard Inrerface

Bus) as it is sometimes calred, was deveroped by Hewlett-packard to connect and

control programmabre instruments that they manufactured. GpIB quickly gained

popularity in other applications because of its high data transfer rates. It was later

accepted as an industry standard IEEE-4gg. The versatirity of the system prompted
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the name Generar Purpose Interface Bus. It is an asynchronous or handshaking bus

intended mainly for interfacing instruments to one another and to a controller or a

computer. The GPIB interface board connects three types of devices [NIg4]:

(i) a " talker " instrument, such as an anarog to digitar converter (ADc) or counter

that accepts input data, and presents a digital output to the bus.

(ii) a " listener " instrument, such as a pulse generator which accepts signals from

the bus that control the output of the instrument.

(iii) a " talk¡isten " instrument that can either talk or listen, such as a digital

multimeter which accepts contror signals from the bus and can output digital

information to the bus. The rore of the computer, or controller, is to manage the

flow of information on the GpIB by sending commands to or receiving data from arl

devices.

These three types of devices are connected to the controlrer with r6 signar rines.

The i6 lines are divided into three groups: g data lines, 3 handshake lines, and 5

interface managemenr Iines [NAg4].

(6) Hewlett Packard 3457A Murrimerer wirh a plug-in Hp444gLA Murtiplexer

card:

The Hewlett Packard 3457A multimeter is a versatile multimeter for both system

GPIB and bench applications. It can make measurement of: DC voltage, AC voltage,

AC+DC voltage, DC current, AC current, AC+DC current, Z_ and 4_wire method

resistances, frequency, and period. It also has reading and program storage and is
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capable of making many repeated measurements quickly. In addition, the input of

the HP 34574 can be expanded up to ren channels with optionar prug-in murtiplexer

assemblies. The multimeter combines analog measuring capability with equally

powerful measurement management. It has alr the system features which make

interfacing to a computer very easy. Featuies like formatting of ASCII, 16 bit binary,

or 32 bit binary data and a buffer memory so that measurements may be taken with

the HP 34574 while the contents of its memory is being transferred to the computer.

In the experiment, the Hp 3457A is used mainly for vortage measurements.

Voltages are read across the 0.1 ohm resistor and from the secondary windings on

the sample (see figure 3.2). These vorrages are selected for rhe Hp 3457A by a Hp

44491 A¡mature Reray Multiprexer card bv using channers 0 and r on the murtiprexer

card [HE86].

3.5 Experimental procedure

The experiments are performed rvithout an erectronic integrator which is

frequently used in this type of magnetic measurement. The usage of the integrator

would result in obtaining the usual hysteresis curves. Before the discovery of IC

chips, integration was done using a ba istic garvanometer or fluxmeter which give an

indication proportionar to the integrated varue of the vorts/second induced in the

sensing coil during a flux change. present-day methods use electronic integrating

circuits: e.g., the induced erectromotive force (emt) can be used to generate a set of

pulses whose frequency is proportional to that emf. The integral of emf over a
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certain time is then simply the number of counted pulses in that time. such a

method can be made automatic, or the loop can be plotted step_by_step. However,

in our experiment, the absence of the integrator produces curves of permeab irv

versus magnetic excitation, H, and curves of unintegrated hysteresis loops. The

integration of these curves is done later using apþropriate computer p¡ograms.

when the waveform generator is externaly triggered using the monostabre

multivibrator it generates a singre ramp or a triangular wave depending on the output

mode which is selected. A ramp wave was used for generaling the unintegrated

magnetization curves and a triangurar wave was used for obtaining the unintegrated

hysteresis loops. The monostabre multivibrator arso triggers the DVM so that it is

ready to take data (see next section on data acquisition). The BopS converts the

voltage-control pulse to a currenr purse which is fèd to the primary windings on the

torus sampre. The output of the BopS is measured as a voltage across the 0.1 ohm

resistor by channel 0 on the DVM.

If an arternating current is fed to the primary winding an arternating voltage ìs

induced in the secondary windings. This induced voltage is then fed to channer 1 on

the DVì\4 which will read the voltage values from the secondary windings.

After the data taking is finished, the different measurements stored in the DVM,s

memory buffer are transferred to the pc via the GpIB interface card where the pc

stores the data for further anarysis. These voltage drops wi be calibrated in terms

of the appropriate units of H and ¡r,.
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3.6 Data Acquisition Algorithm

we describe here the algorithm used for rinking the DVrVf and the GprB

interface card for reading and storing on the pc hard disk the measurements made

by the DVM.

The program, DVlvf.BAS, is a composire of programs supplied by the GplB

manufacture¡ [NA84]. A copy of the program is found in Appendix A. The

program is written in BASICA. There are two components to the DVM.BAS

algorithm. DECL.BAS, which accounts for lines 1 to 99, and a user written code

accounting for lines 110 to rhe end of the program. The DECL.BAS is a GpiB

declaration file that contains codes that must be praceà at the beginning of an

application program to alioq,it to properly access the handler (i.e. the GpIB board).

The DECL'BAS establishes a link between the BASIC program and the DMM. The

user written code is specific to one,s purposes. It contains the programming steps

that must be used ro program the DVM [NAg4].

The DVM'BAS goes through a number óf steps which may be summarized as

follows [HE86]:

(1) resets the DVM and initiarizes the GpIB card. This takes approximately rwo

seconds.

(2) selects the rear terminar which is the input source for making measurements.

This step makes the connection to the plug-in murtiprexer card where readings are

taken on channels 0 and 1 on the multiplexer.
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(3) sets the trigger event to hold (TRIG HOLD) ro suspend any measùrements.

Thís is done to make sure that no measurements are taking piace at that momenl.

(4) sets scan advance (SADV) to auto which causes the event to advance to next

channel in list.

(5) uses rhe autozero (AZERO) command with the contror parameter oFF which

makes one zero measurement and subtracts this from alr subsequent measurements.

(6) the LocK oN command is used ro disabre the DVM's keyboard (i.e. pressing

keys has no affect). Thìs causes the reading rate of the DVM to íncrease since it no

longer scans the keyboard between measurements.

(7) memory format (MFORMAT) command clears the reading memory ancl

designates the storage format for new readings. It is set at singre-real (SREAL)

which means 32 bits (4 byres per reading).

(8) the number of power line cycles (NPLC) command designates the minimum

integration time for the ADC converter. The integration time is the time, measured

in power line cycles (PLCs), during which rhe DVM samples the input signal.

(9) the TIMER command defines the time interval for the TIMER sampre event

in the NRDGS (number of readings) command. The time intervar is inserted

between readings. The time intervar serected is 30 msec to achieve high accuracy

of readings and to increase reading rate. The number of readings per trigger is

chosen to be 512 (i.e. 256 readings per channel).

(10) the trigger external (TRIG EXT) command allows the measurements to be

made through an external input (i.e. through the monostable multivibrator).
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(i1) then the file DVM.DAT is opened for data ro be sent ro it.

(i2) then a subroutine to sprit the one corumn sequenrial file DVM.DAT into a

two column sequential files, one for each channel, for future analysis.
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Chapter 4

Analysis and Discussion

4.1 Introduction and Review of Theory

As far as its magnetic properties are concerned, matter is equivalent to an

assemblage of magnetic dipores. In order to put this into quantitative terms, the

magnetization M is defined as the magnetic dipole moment per unit volume. Then

the dipole moment dm in a small volume dr at r will be [WAg6]

dm = M (r) dr 
Ø.1.1)

Thus the total dipole moment of a volume V of materjal is
I

h,o,"r = Jv M (r) dr G.1.2)

where: M will be in units of ampere/meter.

M can be regarded as a smoothly varying function of position provided that d?

is large enough to include enough material. It is found that as far as the effects

outside the material are concerned, the material can be repraced by a distribution of
volume and surface current densities which are rerated to the magnetizatíon M by

J.= VxM (4.1.3)

and Ç=Mxn Ø.1.4)

where: J, is the volume current density.

K,n is the surface current densify.

n is the outward normal to the surface of the material.
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The subscript m on J- and Ç refers to the fact that they are usuary calred

magnetizatíon current densities. sometimes rhey are caled Amperian current

densities [8O51].

From the integral form of Ampere,s law we have

d_Jç B . dS = ¡,o I.n" (4.1.5)

where the integrar is taken about an arbitrary crosed path c and I.n. is the totar

current passing through the a¡ea S enclosed by the curve C.
rtIButsince tdg/dt¿n,ourn, =l= J, J.o, (4.1.6)

where: da is an element of area.

J is the total current density.

S is a surface bounded by the curve C.

Then substituting (a.1.6) in (4.i.5) and using Stokes,rheorem, rve Ìrave
Í,rrï. B.ds=Á¿oJrJ.o":J. lvrB).da (4.1.7)

By equatíng the integrands, we have

VxB:Á¿oJ 
(4.1.g)

This ¡elation shows, in contrast to the electrostatic field, that the magnetic

induction is not a conservative field since the curl of B is not always zero.

It is convenient to divide cu¡rents which arise from moving charges into fwo

broad classes of magnetization currents and free currents. These hvo types are
described by the respective densities J, and Jr. The magnetization currents are

associated with constituents of matter and we do not have any rear contror over
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them. On the other hand, J, is a quantity upon rvhich we can have some control, for
example, varying the current which is applied to a cerrain circuit [WAg6]. Therefore.

the total current density can be written as

Jror.r = J = Jr+J, Ø.1.g)

Then equarion (4.1.8) becomes

VxB = poJ= po(J¡+J,")

= Á¿o(Jr* VxM) (4.1.10)

where we have used J, = Vx M

i\:+ Vx\B/¡^r"-Mi = J¡ (4.1.¡)

From equarion (4.1.11), rhe magneric field H is defjned as

H = B/r¿" - À{ Ø.r.12)
thus equation (4.1.11) becomes

VxE = Jr (4.1.13)

The most important characteristic of H is rhar its curr depends onry on the free
current density. E has the dimensions of M, namely ampere/meter. Equation
(4'1'13) can be thought of as expressing Ampere,s law of force between current
elements prus the magnetic effect of matter [KR53]. The integrar form of Ampere,s
Iaw fo¡ E can be found by using Stokes,theorem and equation (4.1.6) to be

,l rt \ïR.¿s = J.Iv*u).oa
1t
Ï H . os = J, Jr. dâ = Ir,.n" (4.1.14)
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It is convenient to consider l!{ to be a measurable function of H. That is, M =

M (H). Generally speaking, the magnetization M is taken to be proportional to and

parallel to the magnetic field H so that rve can write

M = z^H (4.1.15)

where the constant of proportionality z, is called. the magnetic susceptibiljty and it

is a constant characteristic of the material. x, is negative for diamagnetic substances

and positive for the other materials [KR53].

Combining equations (4.1.12) and (4.1.15), we obtain

g = tLo(H +IU)

= ¡r." ( H +z,H )

: ¡r"( 1+2.)H

: p.orcH:pH (4.f.16)

where: r< : 1 + u,' = þlpo is called the relative permeability

and p = þoK is called the normal permeability or simply the permeability.

One distingrìishes between Dia-, Para-, Ferro-, Ferri-, and Antiferromagnetic

materials by the value of r where:

(i) rc <1 for díamagnetic materials

(ii) *>1 for paramagnetic materials

(iii) . x >> 1 for ferromagnetic materials

(iu) rc))1 for ferrimagnetic materials

(u) K>1 for antiferromagnetic materials

In an antiferromagnetic material adjacent atoms have their dipoles oppositely
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arigned' Antiferromagnetic maleriars thus have zero net magnetization per unil
vorume' and their rerative permeabilìties are sri-ehtry greater than unity. They are
characterized by hysteresis and the curìe point. However, paramagnetic materiars
do nor show hysteresis [8o51] even though they have rerative permeability varues

close to the antiferromagnetic rnateriars. The difference between ferromagnetic and
ferrimagnetic materiars is that in ferrimagnetic mate¡iars the dipores, besides being
of different strenghts, are oppositely aligned (see figure 2.1). However their ¡erative
permeability is sill much greater than unity.

The relatjon B=É¿H, or ll=B/p,is an example of a constitutive equatíon and is
not â fundamental equation of electromagnetism, in contrast to equation (4.l.lì)
which is' For ferromagnetic materials, such a reration is never more than a crude
approximation which can be used over a limited range. Nevertheless, it has very
important usefulness in practical applications even though it has no value in basic
physical theory [JK53]' In ferromagnetism, permeabiliry is nor a quantiry to be used
in theoretical formulae but a quantity to be calculated by means of them.

4.2 Discussion

As eluded to previously in the experimental section, what one wants to do is to
apply an efiernal magnetic field H, produced by external free currents, and then
measure B as a function of H This has ìed to the choice of a ring sampre in order
to measure B and H convenientìy and unambiguousry. It can be assumed to a good
approximation thal H is confined to the interior of the sampre and its magnitude can
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be carculated from the f¡ee currents I, in the N, turns of the magnetizing coir.

From the integral form of Ampere,s law fbr H and for a ríng sampte

of radius r, rve have
f
1. H . AS = 2nr H,(r) = I,,.n. = N, I

i+ H.(.) = N,l/2nr (.2.1)

where: dS = r dp q and ô is a unit vector as shown on figure 4.1.

Ir.n" is the net free current passing through the surface S enclosed by the

arbitrary path of íntegration C. See figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 A ring.sanple showing the sulace S enclosed by an aúitrar!parh oI inregration C.

In the case where r > >o, where p is the radius of the circular cross section of
ring, Il,(r) will be equal ro

H = Nrl/2r¡r

where: R. is the resistance of the

taken across.

= N,V,/2nR"r (4.2.2)

energizing coil at which the voltage drop V, is

The magnetizing field H inside the toroid has, on account of symmetry, the same
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direction as the circles forming the ring and is approximarery constant in magnitude.

Then both M and B wirl also be approximatery constant across the cross section of

area A = np2 , and the fiux through A will be

0=AB Ø.2.3)

where: B is the magnitude of B.

If the controllable external quantity I is changed by a sma amount, aì in a rime

^t, 
then the magneric field will change by

AH/AI = N1/27Tr (.ÀI/^r) (4.2.4)

and can be calculated from the known properties of the toroid.

Correspondingly, there will be changes in the inducrjon, Â8, an<ì rhe flux, Âp =

A Â8. The change in AB can be measured by finding rhe rotal charge 
^e. 

thar

passes through the sensing coil as a resurt of the induced current, i..,no, in the pickup

coil.

Since Ri is the resistance of the pickup coil circuir, rhen by using I=^ô,e/at and

Faraday's law €,no = - døldt, whe¡e €,no ís the induced emf, the magnitude of Âe" can

be found to be

ÂQ" = Nz.[,.,". o, (4.2.5)

where: N, is the numbe¡ of turns on the secondary windings.

=) Âe" = Nr.[ ¡s,"0¡ o, I n;
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= Nrß'" J oøl¿t . ot

and therefo¡e ÄQ" = Nz¡R'. . aO

and thus

ap = Rþr. aQ.

¿B = R'/Nz . ^eJA g.z.B)

where we have used Aø = A 
^B

Since A = Í p2 then equation (4.2.g) becomes

¿B = R'"ôJz . Ae! roz (4.2.g)

Thus

^B/at 
= NyNr. Un o'

:+ aBiat = yrlNrn f g.2.10)

where: V, is the induced voltage in the secondary windìngs, Vz=Rll.

Therefore, from equations (4.2.Ð A. ø.2.10), we have

p = (^B/^r) I @H/^t) = (yr/N¡ro2) l(Nr/2nr.¿llltt)

:+ tr = (2ryr) / (NlN2p2.^I/^Ât) (4.2.11)

^I/^r 
wilr be different for both the unintegrared magnetization curves and rhe

unintegrated hysteresis loops. since a triangular purse is used to generate the

hysteresis loops then ÂllÂt can be found using figure 4.2, where it is seen that

(4.2.6)

(1.2.7)
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Figure 4.2 A tríangular Pulse uscd to gcncrate the unínkgrated h),stcrcsis ioops

{ figuo ü A rantp pulse used þ generarc the pemreabiliry cuwes.



( 
^Vr/^r 

) = (V,,".",)/(T/4) : 4V1,,,,/T (4.2.12)

where: T is the period of the pulse, T= 1/f=12.5 s.

Therefore, ( ÂI/^t ),,ì,ns. pur." = 4Vr.r.*R"T (4.2.13)

On the other hand, a ramp pulse is used to generate the unintegrated

magnetization curves and from figure 4.3, we have

( AVr/At ) = (V,,,..)(T/2) = 2V1,,*Æ (4.2.14)

and ( ÂI/Ât )-rp P"r." = 2V,,rr"/R"T (4.2.1s)

43 Data Smoothing

Prio¡ to data analysis, the raw data must be smoothed. It has been observed that

there is a consistent fluctuation in the data. This fluctuation was particularly large

for the one shot curves. The origin of this effect is not well understood. It is possible

that the Barkhausen effect may play a rore in this. See figure 2.5. The effect of the

Barkhausen discontinuity has been the subject of investigation by Bozorth and

Dillinger [8030]' by Preisach [pR29], and by Tebbre et al [TE50]. Arso it is possibre

that the 30 ms time interval between readings when the measurement is being taken

by the DVM is the cause of the fluctuation. This time interval represents the

sampling event fo¡ measurements (See section 3.6 0n Data Acquisition). The

fluctuations in the one shot case are larger than those in the hysteresis loop. This

is probably caused by the higher resolurion in the one shot data. The GpIB card is

reading the same number of data points for both curves but using a smaler region
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in the one shot case' The one shot data is only in the first quadrant, whereas for the

hysteresis loop measurements are being made in a fou¡ quadrants. It is evidenr

from the data that the rargest fluctuations occur rve beyond the prace where dB/dH

is maximum. The same conclusion has been reached by Bozorth [BORM5r, p.52g].

To do the fittings for the curves, use has been made of the opDATA (operates

on DATA) package on the VAX. we used the FIT command which allows the user

to fit the data to any expression one specifies. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the unfitted

and fitted data for both the one shot and hysteresis loop. For the one shot data,

emphasis has been made on the middle range of the dara where we tried to "fit" a

curve to the data as best we can. Iæss emphasis has been given to the end points

because the end points are often the least reliable because of experimental factors

in the extremes of ranges [pA6l].

The smoothing of data was done a portion of the data at a time to ensure thar

the function y=f(x), which is being fitted, be a slowly varying function over each small

portion of the curve being treated. A third-order power series was used to each

portion of the curve to minimize the least square residuar between the expression

being fitted and the y-axis data. The fit accuracy was on the average abo,t .- 0.3vo

assuming the functional form used for the fit is appropriate.

4.4 Analysis

Ail of the calibrations are done through a computer program on the vAX. A
copy of the program is found in appendix B. The integration is done by the program
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to produce the magnetization and hysteresis curves. However, we present here a

sample calculation for purposes of i ustration. To do a sampre caìcuìarion of the

results, we take the US sample as an example. We have from equation (4.2.2)

H = Nrl/2r¡r = N,V,,,/2nrR. (4.4.1)

where: the V,., are the different voltage drops across the resistor R" read by the

DVM via the multiprexer card on channer 0. see figure 3.2. The voltage drops

comprise, in total, 256 points.

From table 2, we have:

Nr=264t2turns

Nz = 513 r- 2 turns

r = 23.59 -+ 0.01 mm

p = 7.43 * 0.01 mm

R" = 0.112 .r 0.001 Ohm

The magnetizing current was set to alternate between + 1.4 and _1.4 Amperes.

The exact value of the current wit be determined by vr., for the purse which can be

obtained from the DVM readings. The current was set at thís varue so that the fierd

strength, H, would be sufficient to magnetize the sampre to saturation. To make sure

that sâturation was reached many ,oops were measured for the same sample. It was

found that one comes again and again to the same curve. This indicates that the

magnetic field, H, was sufficient to drive the sampre to saturation. Turning up the

cur¡ent on the B.PS more than this value may cause the samples to warm up and

this introduces an additionar unwanted new component into our experiment, namery
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heat. However' data for the Dutch sample were obtained at a magnetizing current

set to alternate between + 1.9 and -1.g Amperes since the materiar needed more

current to be driven into saturation.

For purposes of irlustration, we first take the unintegrated magnetization curve

and do the calculation for the maximum voltage, i.e. V,.,",.

For the US sample, we have:

Vr,,"* = 0.149 -F 0.001 V

The Vr,, voltages are read by the DVM and their accuracy will be determined

mostly by the error in the resistor R" since these points are read across the resistor.

Therefore,

Hr.,, = (Nr V,.n,",,)/ (2zrr R")
/\

= [ çzo+;10.i+e) I zn(23.s%r0'¡qo.rrz; ) n,,
= (2369.54) Nm

and the error in Ho'* is given by

Æ,JH,", = ( ÂN,/Ì\I, + 
^rlr 

+ aRo/R" + AV¡.n'",ff,,,n,, )

therefore,

ÀH,," = (21264 + 0.01123.59 + 0.00i/0.112 + 0.001/0.149 )2369.54 Nm

_ 56.02 Nm

and thus H^* = (23.7 -¡ 0.6)x102 A,/m

To determine ÂI/Á,t for the magnetization curve, we have

I,," = V,.,"'ß. = 0.14910.112 = 1.330 A
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and we have

and we have

ÂÌn,", = ( ÂV,.n'*[y'r,r". + 
^R./R" 

) I,"x

= ( 0.001/0.149 + 0.001/0.112 ) 1.330 A

= 0.021 A

In,", = (1.33 * 0.02) A

(^I/^t)..,p pur.. = 1.33/6.250 = ( 21.0 -r- 0.3 )x10.2 A"/s

where we have used TIZ = (6.250 * 0.001) s for the ramp pulse. See figure 4.3.

The fractionar errors are added linearly because the fractionar errors (e.g.

^ô,Nr/Nr ) for all the quanrities are much less than unity (i.e < < 1 ). And therefore

we kept only magnitudes to first order. The errors are not correlated since these

errors are random. However, for example, there is a correlation between the

variations in the value of Vr,r* and the value of Hr*.

Now to do the carculations for the hysteresis loop (i.e. unintegrated without the

magnetization curve), we have to note that it has been observed that the maximum

voltage obtained during the unintegrated magnetization curve run and that obtained

during the unintegrated hysreresis loop run differ by about 7vo. For exampre for the

US sample it is found that:

Vr,,", = 0.149 * 0.001 V for the unintegrated magnetization curve.

and Vr,,., = 0.151 -f 0.001 V for the unintegrated hysteresis loop.

This difference is probably due to the way rhese rwo curves were generated,
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where a ramp pulse was used for the magnetization cune and a trianguiar purse for

the hysteresis loop. In the case of the ramp pulse the current goes gradually up and

then drops suddenly to zero, whereas for the triangular pulse the current graduarl'

drops to zero. See figures 4.2 and 4.3. This is, of course, due to the erectronics used.

Therefore to determine ÂI/Ât for hysteresis loop we have:

I,"" = Vr,',"",/R" = 0.151/0.112 = 1.348 A

+ I,., = (1.35 -¡ 0.02) A

then we have

(d/ar)r¡,neuø.p,,"" = L34g13.I25 = 0.432 Ns

+ (ÀI/At),¡.nsur",pu,.. = (43.2 -f 0.6)x10.2 A/s

whe¡e we have used Th = ( 3.725 -r 0.001 ) s for the triangular pulse. See figure

4.2.

Therefore, the maximum permeability for both the magnetization curve and the

hysteresis loop can now be calculated using the following equation:

/\
tr¿,"* = f 2rll.rrNzp2 (avat¡ lvr,,* (4.3.2)

where: the Vr,r", is the maximum voltage drops read by the DVM across the sensinp

coils.

Therefore,

.t
(p),",,p"-..u.u"=(2(23.5gx10\(3.zxt0'3)(264)(s13xr.43x10i)r(0.2r¡)rilm

= (25.9 .r 0.2)x10{ H/m
Iand (t¿)max,rrysr. 

roop = (z(z¡.ssrlo'3¡ç.+axto'2¡4zea)(5i3)(1.a3x10.r¡110.+r¡ 
)Hlnr
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= (58.6 * 0.3)x10.4 H/m

where we have used for (lr)rrr,,r,y.,. roop, (^l/^t),,irn. pursc ând Vz.rr*, nu.,. instead of that

for the ramp pulse in equation (4.3.2).

when the carib¡ation in rerms of the appropriate units of H and ¡r is performed,

we obtain figures 4.6 and 4.i. Figure 4.6 shows the ¡.c-H curve and figure 4.7 shows

dB/dH versus E curve. It is seen that for figure 4.6, as stated in chapter 2, the initiar

permeability is non-zero. Arso for figure 4.7 many Ìoops were measured for the same

sample to insure that one obtains the same curve each time. This indicates thar

saturation was reached.

4.5 Description of the Integration Algorithm ft-rr the Curves

Prior to the description of the algorithm, the relation between rhe unintegrated

and integrated hysteresis loops is ilustrated in figures 4.g and 4.9. In order to be

able to do the integration the data for unintegrated hysteresis loop has to be sorted

in the manner shown in figure 4.g.

The algorithm is used to do the caribration in terms of the appropriate units of

H and ¡r, to sort the data in the correct order and to perform the integration for the

curves' The argorithm is shown in appendix B. For each sampre two data sers, the

one shot and the hysteresis loop, are normarized, combined and integrated. The

algorithm proceeds as follows:

(1) the appropriate physical consranrs for the normalization (i.e. calibration) of

the raw data of the one shot and hysteresìs loop are read. These constants are
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a) the value of the resìstor Rc.

b) the value of n.

c) the radius of the steel ring, r.

d) the radius of the circular cross section, p.

e) the maximum voltage during the hysteresis loop run, Vl,*,r, hy.r.

f,) the maximum voltage during the one shot run, V,,n',r, p..r.

g) the time constant for the hysteresis run.

h) the time constant for the one shot run.

i) the number of turns of the excitation coil, N,.

j) the number of turns of the sensing coil, N2.

(2) All of the one shot data is read and normalized rhen the end point (i.e. H,.,)

of the one shot is determined.

(3) the hysteresis loop data is read and rhe end point is determined. This point

is called HEND' Then the first point where both the x and y axes are positive

is found, this point is called HpOS.

(4) the point at which the y axis goes from positive to negative is determined.

Note this point arso corresponds ro the maximum varue in x (i.e H) axis. This

point is called HMAX.

(5) the raw data for the hysteresis loop is corrected by multiplication by the

appropriate constants to get the proper units of E and ¡r as given by the

formulae.

(6) the data for the hysteresis loop is sorted because it is multi-valued over rhe
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range of H. The sorting is done according to the relation between the

unintegrated and integrated hysteresis roops as shown in figüres 4.g and 4.g.

(7) the data for both the one shot and hysteresis loop are combined into one file

and the total number of points used is determined.

(8) once the data is sorted and wrirten in the proper order the integration is

performed using the trapezoidal rure. The trapezoidal rule is chosen because

it achieves an accurate answer when a large number of evaruations is used

[M487]. This is the case since more than 300 points (when the unintegrated

mâgnetization and hysreresis curves are combined) are utirized in the

integration.

Note that this argorithm wilr combine the data such that if there is an overrap in

the raw data of the hysteresis roop, this overrap wi ¡rof be used in the integration.

when the integration is performed we obtain the figure 4.10 for the B-H curve,

Appendix D lists the b-H data for the us sampre. The p-H curves, dB/dH-H loops

and B-H curves for the rest of the samples are shown in figures 4.ll_4.25.

To determine the accuracy for the integration argorithm, it is necessary to

examine the second derivative of the function y=f(x) which is being integrated. This

is done because the error term for the rrapezoidal rule is given by [MAg7]

E(f,h) = _(b_a)h2t12, p@)

where: [a,b] is the interval over whjch the integrarion is carried out.

h is the step size.

c is some value in [a,b] such that the error term has the above value.
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f2(c) is the second derivarive of f(x) ar c.

The investigation of the error term revealed an average accuracy of the

integration algorithm to be -r0.7%o.

Table 3 contains the experimental values for B,,,, Hrr,,8. and H. tor all the

samples' Table 4 lists the different experìmental values of the maximum rerative

permeability, K¡,¡*, ârtd the maximum permeability, trrr.*, for the samples; where
K^or= 

P^u /¡'t'o.

4.6 Heat Tleatment

The main purposes ofheat treatment are to rerieve the internar strains introduced

during fabrication and to purif' the sreels from their carbon conlent [yE24].
However, the steels used in this study were ,or heat treated. The reason is that the

steels that actualry go into the construction of the ZEUS detector are worked steers,

not treated ones' In order to investigate the rear properties of the steers, they shouid

be tested as they are without any annearing because some properties of the magnetic

materials are structure-sensitive ( ¡r is among them) and can be affected by heat

treatment. However, some properties, such as saturation magnetization, are not

affected by fabrication or heat treatment [8o51]. Hear rrearments may arso affect

crystal orientation and/or aromic ordering tFO29].

4.7 Discussion of Results

We may summarize all of the concepts discussed in previous sections. We began
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from a stage where the sampre was demagnetized ( i.e. H=0 and B=0 ). Then we

measured the permeability as a function of the excitation field. H. dB/dH as a

function of the excitation fierd was also carculated for the sampre. From these two

measurements we were able to obtain the hysteresis roop. From the magnetization

curves and the hysteresis loops, we were able to draw some information about the

magnetic properties of the sample.

It is evident from the experimental vaÌues in table 3 that the steels have different

magnetic properties, which indicate thar the magnetic properties of the substances

are sensitive functions of the structure and constitution of the materials.

From table 3, we see that the saturarion magnetic fields, H,",, are comparable in

values for arr the steels except for the case of the Dutch steer where it is seen that

the value of H",' is rarger. This indicates that the Dutch steei requires a larger

external magnetic field to reach its saturation value.

On the other hand, the values of the saturation magnetic flux, 8.,,, are larger for

both the German and US steels. A¡d the value of the remanent field, 8,, for the

Ge¡man steel is larger than those of the other sampres indicating that this steel

retains higher residual flux density.

For the coercive force, H", we see again that rhe values of this force are different

indicating that different magnetic fierd strengths are required to get rid of the residual

flux density' It is desirabre to have a iarge coercive force, H", and a rarge remanent

field, Bn in a permanenr magnet. The large value of H. is important so that the

magnetization will not be effected by small stray fields [TIg2].
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From the values of table 4, we see that the varues of relative permeabilities taJJ

close to rhe representative vaiues given by Skìtek [SK6g] and K¡aus [KR53] for

relative permeabirities of mird steer and iron. Skitek gives a representative value.f
2,000 for mild steel and 5,000 for iron.

4,8 Conclusion

ln conclusion, this study was initíated in order to understand the changes in the

solenoidal magnetic field due to the presence of the different types of construcrion

steel' Because of a rack of knowredge about the exact composition of the different

steels, it was very difficurt to make reasonable comparison with previous results.

However, the resurts show that each steel used in the construcrion of the ZEUS

detector exhibits a unique magnetic behaviour. Since the forces on the solenoid and

calorimeters in the detector are very dependent on the magnetization curves, these

differences in the magnetic properties of the steels should be considered in fururc

analysis. Also for proper operation of the pMT's these different characteristics of the

steels have to be well understood for effective anarysis of the data obtained via the

PMT's.

Possible directions for improvements would be a detailed study of the various

steels at different temperatures, not only room temperature. This would give an

indication of the magnetic properties of the steels at different conditions which can

be compared to the properties at room temperature.

The PMT's þerformed perfectly in rhe cosmic ray tests of september rggl [z*gl].
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l,lÍ,:;.t* 
o*r"* dimensiotts o! rhe sampta and the number o! tums lor the prinary and thc secondary

Matcrial Primary
vind¡ng:¡
Nt (<-2)

Secondaq'
vinding

N2 (!2)

Outer
dùtmeler

(mn)
(+0.0t)

Inncr
dia¡uter

(mm)
(+0.u)

Thick¡ess
o! ring

(mn)
( +0.0r )

Duch 137 246 27.36 21.10 3.12
US 264 5t3 49-98 44.32 2.86
Genna¡ 268 496 50.23 44.34 2.92
C-Ant )7t 499 50-28 44.27 2.95
Can.St I 213 382 41.28 34.86 3.21
Can.StII 219 385 4I.t9 34.E0 3.21
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Tøbb i: Thc erperimcntal yalu6 oJ B_, , H*, , B, ønd Hrfor all o! rhe sømples. Errors shown are
thc staristical errors (as *timúed in sectøn l.i¡ prus thz sysiinatic eion (i.e i o.tø. integrotøn icurary
as eslinaled in sedion 4,5).

Ma.lerial B sa!

(t6la)

H ta!

(Aln)

Bl

ßeilo)

Hc

(Aln)
Dach 0.812

x0.0u !0.00t
2987
!89+ 3

0.378
!0.001+0.001

351

lIllt
US L208

!0.002!0.001
2410
!6012

0.639
+0.001 !0.00t

2tI
!9!l

Gennsn 1.643
!0.002!0.002

2441
-+17a-)

0.888
+0.001+0.001

180
t5a1

C-AÌm 0.81I
!0.0u +0.001

2490

!63!3
0.414
+0.0u !0.001

203
È5r.1

Can.SLI 0.725
t0.0u !0.001

241 I
!61!2

0.51 I
!0.001+0.001

261
!7 !1

Cøn.St,ll 0.708
+0.0u !0.001

2406
!60!2

0.497
!0.001+0.001

265
!7!1
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T*21: The 
?perimenrar varues lor the maxinum permeabirit, snd the ma.ximum rerative permeabirity lorall o! lhe samples.

¡ta.z x o.a¡taa ¡t.t * o.t¡td
¡2s.1 * t,o1t aa ¡z.t * o.t¡td
¡4J.9 * z.o¡t14 ¡t.s x o.z¡td

¡ta.t x o.d¡td ¡t.s * o.t1td

¡t.z * o.t¡td
¡Is.t * 0.7¡tra

¡ t.z * o.l¡td
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Figure 4.10 B-H curue for the IJS sample.
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A p¡re nd ir A: C plB Algorif h n)

!ffi: i ;i:i!i.¡{i!:r:å:,ii:5::r.:t:".,;fiil: i ; l:.::îl:.: boa.d nor 
"¿¿.".""¿-ià"i"itt,

*âÈr: : iii:iìi:Ërï.,;.j:".i:"[.¡i]
;iäi: ; 'rlo oper¿tion âborred

::fli-- ,5T82 ' sastc cecta.ôr ionsrErNrrl : 59982
IBlHlI2 = l8¡X¡11 + 3,Lines 1BLoÁo,,bib.rn,,tBIlilT1 lo ó ¡lusl b€ iôc(r¡ed iî ),ou. pros.¿n.
caLL ¡I¡lIT1(t8tIltD, t8TRC. rScLR
, l8Rsc, t 8sRE, ¡ BRsv. ¡ Bpao. tBsao ' 

¡8PcI ' l8s¡c' JBLoc,lSPPC,lSBtlÁ,l6oriL

c¡tr ¡e x¡rziiéiii;;ru; ;;;;; jiåiållf?äl;llilft li]i8¿j8i?l¿j8ïllåà^
, ¡ Bsr0Þ, ¡BRpp, rBRsp, r so rac. r sxrÁ., 

""^ 
í' i"i,i; i "ll,lll I 

ö:lur 
l!c¡¡DÁ¡8€RRt,tBcHTx) lc'lBRol'l8uRt¡,lgaol¡,¡eçlrtl,lgsl¡x,--

REB oprio'lâlty inctude the lot l.ntx ri,"y p"å"íoå ii};p;ï;,¿"il:il1i.:";;"ffI:;^. ih vour p¡oerôm.

äil :i';:';i;ff"":ii::Jd::"i"':lY"' i** .'oni"' (cETx' €RRx'
REH lroñ.gÂsrc k;y;"i;;:_*" 

u, .,s,, rn orde¡ ro distinguish ihc!,r
REH GPIg Cofirì¡ñds
UltX : tfi3t , CplB unl isten connênd
YfJ1................ 

: !'r5¡ ¡ cPrs unrårk corfYnôi.É
!M ' tHl ' cPIB eo ro ro¿ð{
:::: = lr1 ,cp¡s i"r"l,"ã-¿"v,cc creðr

iffi-:=:ii, ;:ii:!:::;':i"il:::rjj!:"¡LrÀ:6¡r9 'cP¡8 take coôtrol

å:ü:åil: ; 3il3å::::"i:i:":.,
::yl::ll: ,*re ppor i'uniàni, e".q
:::: - :^l? , cprB serisr pol r cndbie
:::: =:ll? ,cp¡s seriår ;rr cj¡sôbre
:::l = Ï99 , cp¡B pârarrei potr cnåbteppox = &970 , cptB pêrattet ;t( disåbte
nEx cp¡B itatus bit vector

iii¡i'iii:íií'"i'i"l::'å:':Í":"" 
*"

¡iij=',¡iffr ; ;ii,:i{:}i"ü.j11

i:íi':liíj" i i*iïifi': .,","
rICX..= tti20 ¿ Controtte¡--ln.Chår9e

ii¡il::il' ; î:¡i::'::,?:a;,*

süii :;ií i ii;iii"jd:::i,:::,"
Äåi*i'lo'o*t'"n".rå:,::l# in etobâl vêriôble TBERRT

¡ilii:'á ;i;å':;::::1,:t'erfâceboård
::::l : ll' ;;-";;;;ii;;ï::':IÍ,1:"." P'evious ope¡â(åtioô co'lpre!ed

:j::l:li,¡irã-!,iiå.'L"i:,ii':::::
::Y:l = ]J , cocnåñd erro¡ turins ¿""ìiu ."rr::::l = l: . , se.iôr po stsrus byre tosr
:.:"1-:tó ' sRo ¡.emåins êsser(ed
¡(nH EoS ¡îode bits
ElrZ-: ¿Hl0O0 ,Ei9h( bir coîþå, e

å:3¡i : ål:33 ; ì:H,:31""::i,,::,'å¡"
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67
ó3
ó9
70
71

72
73
71

75
76
77
7A
79
80
8l
E2

83
u
85
8ó
87
E8
E9
90
91

92
93
91

96
97
98
99
110
120
130
1¿0
150
1ó0
170
180
't 90
200
210
220
230
210

213
21t,
215
250
2ó0
261
270
280
282
290
300
310
120
530
110
31r
190
100
101
( l0
120
121
110
1¿0
111
150
1ó0
1ó1
170
180

REH I ineout vatues ård fiìe¿nin9s

lloousia = 1 , T i¡¡eout of 300 us (ideåt)
llHsl = 5 ¡ limeour of 1ãìs (ideat)
T3HSX = ó , TifiÈout ot I ms {idcãt)IJHSX: ó , T irneout ot J ms (idcat)
'I1omsx = 7 ¡ IiÍìeour of 10 ms (ideât)
130flÌsl = I , I i¡reout of 30 fl$ ( ideat)
T100msz = I , liheout ol 100 ms (ide¿t)
T300ñsX = 10 'firîeour of 300 ms (ideåt)
TlsX: 11 , Tinìeour of 1 s (ideat)
flsx = 12 , Tirì€out of J s (ideêt)
l1osx: 13 , I irîeour ol 10 s (ideðt)
llosl = 11 / I iÍìeour ol l0 s (ide¿t)
Tl00sX = 15 ,f ir¡Eout of 100 s (ideåi)
T300sX : 1ó , T i¡rEour ol 300 s (idea()
T1000sf = 17 ¡ liheour ol 1000 s (nâxinî)
R EI.{

REH H isce t tañeous
S¡ = tti6 , Pðrðtte( po(t s€ñse bir
LFX: tXA ¡ Line leed chôrðcter
REX

REX Áppticarion pl"ogrârn va¡-iâbtes pðssed to
REH GP l8 lu¡lct ions
REH

CH03: SPAC€¡(10) , conmåôd uJffel.
R03: SPACES(255) , reôd dåta buffer
qRTS = SPACE3(¿55) ,r¡-ile datâ buffer
8HÁHE3 : SpACEt(7) , Lþð.d nôme buffe¡
EoXAHEi = SPÂCÉ3(7) , boðrd or dcvice n¿nc buflc.
fL¡lÂHEJ = SpACES(50) ¡ lite n¿me Urfler
80¡lAl{É3:rHPoVH"
catt I8F I liD(80llAtrÉi, ¡rP0vHz)
CÂLL ISRSP(liP0V¡1Z,SPRZ) : I f SPÃ7,.C

I NONEX =
'I 1ous1 =
îJousx =
l100usx =
llO0us)l =

: ¡lZ=1 : COl0 220
Â€H cte¿r the dúr ¿rtcrnpr l
NZ= 1

IJR fl=iTERll R€ÁR'r
CALL I BVRT ( HPOVI{Z, VRTS )

'Infinite t i ll)€oìJr (CisåbleC)
' Tirn€out of 10 us ( ide¿t)
' Tirîeout of 30 us (idcôt), I irîeout ol 100 us ( ide¿l )

CALL ISCLR(HPD!?I?)
vRlS:¡¡RE SEl ry reíþt e rescr lhc dcvice (¿pprox 2 scc. )
cALL ¡ BVR T ( ITPOVNZ, UR Tt )
CALL ISRSP(IIP0VXZ,SPRZ):¡f SpRZ:0 COrO 190 ,toop un-rit (h¿r0v¡{ rcsoonds
CALL ¡6RSP('lP0vl{ia,SPRi():¡F SpRZ<>1ó ÁHD NZ<¿ lHEri riZ:rii(,trCOTO 1ó0
It Hi¿>3 THEN PRI T ¡'Coutd.ìot cIear rhe DVH. Oevice Srarus: ,,SpRz
It Xl>3 THEX THPUT',press REIURTi ro exir. ,,.Xr:COTO 7¿O

'select reaa terfiinðls

CALL ISRsP(HPovflX,SPRX):¡t SpR)(=O CorO 241
9Rfl=,'t R lc l{010¡' ,susperËs rrjserring
cALt- ¡ SvRt ( HPDVHZ, VR tt )
cÁL! lsRsP(lPov,{x,sPR?):tt spRz:o coro 241
URÌ3=,'SOOU AUTo;SLISI 0,1,, ,se(s scan advðnce to ôulo
CALL I89RT ( HPOVXÍ, VRT3 )
CÁLL lSRSP(tlPovHl,SPRX)jlf SPRZ=0 cOTo 2ó1
vRI¡= sLlsl 0,1r ¡se(s up scan tis(
cALt t EvRf ( |{PDVHX, VR13 )
cAtt ¡8RsP(HPoVXI,SPRX):tt SpRl=o 60T0 282
VRI:=¡iAzÉR00Ff",disôbtesåuro¡ero
cAr- t ¡ SHRt ( ItPDVHX, URl3 )
HRTS= l-ocr o[! 'c,i sabl e the dvm keyboård
cÂtL | 89Rt ('|PDVHX, VRTS)
sRÌ3: 0 ¡ sP HS6, ZEUS_RULES"
cÁtL t SvRt ( HPovr,tx, yRTJ )
CALt ¡8RSP(HPoVHX,SPRX):tf SPRX=0 COÌO llt
VRI¡:ÍTAÂH AUl00 , t.igger ârrîed
cAL! t 8UÂl( HPoVHÍ, t¿Rf3)
CÁLL ¡8RSP(llPDvt{Í,SpRX):tf SPRX=O COtO 101
VR¡3=r'XtORH f SREAT-', ,4 by(e .ea( no. e/ âuto.sng¡n9
CÁI.L I EVR T (NPDVHZ, VRTS)
CÁLL IERSP(tiPoVHX,SPRX):tf SPRX:O COTo (21
VRIS:rrHSlZ€ 2018'r ,reading nrernory si¿e = S1Z bytes
CALI. I BVR T ( HPOVHS. gRTS )
CÁtt ¡8Rsp(llPDvH:,SPRX):lF spRX:0 coIO 4¿1
l,/RT¡:"H€X FIfoi ,.eådiô9 bsffe. lìrsr jn li.sr out
CALI ¡ EVRT ( HPOVXX, VRT' )
cALl- ¡ ERsP( HPDVHÍ, SPRZ) : I F SpRt( =0 COTO 1ó1
vRlS:ùfl2't ,set€c! dc loomv rðôge
cÅ!L lSIJRT ( flPovHÍ, vRTr )
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181 CÁLL IERSP(tlPDvH)(,SPRX): lt SPRX=0 COIO 481

49A PRTS=IIPLC .1r 'no. of Poeer cyctes lor såÍpte tìn€
500 cALr I BLIRT ( ¡|PoVHX, VR I3 )
501 CALL I8RSP(tlPovltx,SPRX):lf SPRÍ=o COTO 501

502 REH n(JÎbêr ol nessureoeñts is 512, ôccordiñ9 ic thc tirê
501 REH intervôt in the T¡xER.
510 vRTS='rflHER.0l;xRDGS 5l2,TIHERi '512 riìeâ s\'rr er4n t s

520 caLL I BVRT ( llPoVr{X, VRlt )
521 CALL IERSP(HPDVHX,SPRX):¡t SPRI:o c0r0 521

510 gRts="t*tO rtt" 'externåt trigse.
5¿0 cALL ¡BURT(fiPoVXX.rrllt)
5¿1 CALL IERSP(ÌIPDVHX,SPRI):lt SPRX=o COlo 5¿i
550 vRTS=¡'0lsP 0nf;foxE 500¡r 'disptðy ofl e¿hile lõkins d¿'.è
5ó0 cAtL tBsR I ( HPDVHX, vR I3 )
570 ¡NPUT "Press retu¡¡r ôlter externãtty rriggerins the DVll.",Xt
575 PR txT 'r n

580 CÂLL lSnSP(HPDvHX,SPRX):PRltlTrrSlatus.egister bit:",sPR1:cosuB 1000
590 HRTS=¡'0 ¡ SP HSG,SÉ)lD¡xG_0AlA'¡
ó00 cÂLt I s9RT ( HPovHl,9R13)
ó10 FLHAHES=',DVH,0aI,' ,nåne of fite (o b€ opeôed for dðrê iñÊrt
ó20 PR¡llT ,'¡,,'PR¡tlf,'fite 'rftHANE3¡' is being ope^ed for dôtô inÈJt."
ó21 REt{ the ovH darð is .ead into the oVH.DÄT
6¿2 REH årÈ l,/0 erro.s is checked.
ó10 cAtL I8R0f(tlPovHx, FLHAH€¡):60sUB 2000 'read dvm d¿tð in(o f tnañes
6t0 uRTs=rtfo{E 1100rroNE 1ó20;loNE 1280"
ó50 caLt- I Br,lRT ( ltP0vHx,9RT5 )
ó55 CÀLL IBRSP(tiPDvHZ,SPRX):lI SPRZ=o C0I0 ó55
óó0 HRll:rrDlsP oHr ¡turñ the dvn display båck o''l
670 caLL t Er,lRf ( fiPovHz, vRTs )
óE0 9RTJ:|'IoCK 0tF¡r .enabte the dvm keyboðrC
ó90 cALt I BUR T ( fiPoVH7, VR TS )
700 cLosE 'ctose â(l opcn dos litcs
710 PR¡ llT fLllAl{E3 'r closed.r'
711 REH p.oceed to sptit the channels i.ì ovH.0aI
720 lf SPR,(=1ó AHo ¡BCXT7>0 lHEx Gosu8 3000 'sÞtir .hanneis iô dvm.dôr
R0 ¡liPul ¡'Reset !he ovx? (n) ,,,x9
7i0 tf xs = "y,' 0R x5:,,.j,,¡tNÉH uRTl:,,R€sET".cÅt-1. j ¿ 

,_ : i ¡ i : : . v . 
, , ç i j < .

750 SYSTEH

7t4 ENO

1000 REH Subroutine to evãtuôte the sc.iåt responsc bir.
1001 REB 0v8 isn,¡ reðdy shen this occurs.
1010 lF SPRX=o TXEH pRltll "Heasu¡'enìeôt fai{cd.Exit progrôrì.,,:COIO 720
1011 R€H sheñ íìeâsüaemcnt cofipleted thcn DvH is .eacty.
1020 It SPRi(=ló fHE¡l PRlt{l '¡Heåsurr¡cnt cyctes conptcrcd:,,:RETURN
1010 lf SPRU:I THEH R€IURN ,progra¡n ñeíþ¡.y execurioô coiT\rtered
1050 lf SPRU=1z OR SPRX=31 OR SPRÍ:35 oR SPRX=¿8 TIIEH PRIHT

I'An e¡aor has occured, Oata rítl no( b€ transfered.,,
:¡tlPUT ¡'T.y êgåin? ",X¡:lt Xt:¡'Y¡'OR XS='ryr 60IO 110 ÉLS€ COrO rJO

10ó0 lf SPRX=ó4 0R SPRX:8o fHEti PRllll'rSRo tine is ser true._
(Ch€ck dâtå to be sent.)¡'rRElURft

1070 PRIIIT rr^ô unusuåt corËition (erro.?) oñ the OVH has occurred.
Check datr sent-r'

1080 RETURI

2000 R€l{ Subroutine to €v6tu6te the dêt¿ trsnsfer
2001 REH lrd the GP¡B Strtus gord.
2010 PRIIT "tl(¡tb€r of bytes r€6d: "lBCliTf2020 lf lESI^X=-12512 THEI{ PRltll "l/0 coû1Plered,¡':RETURH
2030 PRIIT I'U.rusuaI GPlS st6te, Device ståtus: ',lBSlAX :REIUR{
2O1O REIURII

3000 REH Sub¡'outine to sptir the one cotr¡m sequcñtiå( fite dym.d¿t
3001 REH iôto a tro co((¡lyì sequeñtiat fite chanñels.dêt.
1010 PRIXT ( x ,p.int a btsnk l.íne
3011 IRUEI:1
30I2 UH¡LE TRUEX

3013 PR¡ r{T r
301¿ IIPUT I'tlår¡e of outÈrt fite? (8 chðracters oÍ [ess) ,dJTHAHEf, 1015 R€¡{ set the expressionn fåtse(0) or rrue(1)
l0ló Ir dlrlrXgs=,',, THE¡l IRUEX=l ELS€ TRUEX=0
1017 r/€ xD

l01E Pn¡x1 ¡' r'

3020 PRlll 'rsp(ittiñ9 the orìe cot(¡ln sequentiã( fite DvH-DÁT into ð "
3010 PRlllI'¡tvo colum sequentiat file "OJIIAHE:rr.DAI for "
3Cl1 PR¡HT '¡ grôphin9 pu.poses. Ptease Hâit.'l
l0l2 lxt I tE¡:,,0VH.0AT,l
30lJ C/JI F lLEs=dJlxÄ,18l+".0ATi¡
30{0 opErJ IHFtLES FoR ¡IPUI AS 11

3!ôt0 OPEH ûJTfILES FOR OUfPUT ÁS Ë2 
..'.r



30ó0 HH¡LE NOf EOft l )1070 ¡HPUItt.CHAH0;
1080 IflPulft.CHAHlË

iï3 vÉpi 
¡ Hr f2;cHÄNoå, c¡iar 1r

lr10 closEtt, t2

ilí3 
pR¡NTlJ,,Done.,,:pRtfT,,,,:REruRN
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Append ir B: Integration Algorithm

c.
c.
C Á(90¡ ithn used lo. norjTìå{ i¿irì9, sorting ård
C inregrating darã fitcs fror sir.¡dies ol'rn¿çner
C p¡op€rties cf sûìe of ¡he steets use¿ in ãtUS
C detec tor.c.
C I¡¿PIJT: o¿ta files rransfe¡.ed to VÂX fror¡ pC .
C norñ¿ti¿¿rion dêtâ
C OJIPUJ: dat¿ lrle containing ñorñ¿ti¿ed ¿.øL sorted dêt¿ for one-shot årÈ hystercsis ,
C cur ves
C inlegrared dat¿ for (he hys(eresisC loops.

c

r |HPL ¡ Ci T HOIiE

REAL'6 Xos (200 ), YOS(2OO )
REÁr'8 x,l( 100 ), Yfi (loo)
REÁtr8 xH€u( 500) ¡ YNEV( tOO )
REALiS R. RA0. RHO. p I , vHAXli, vt{Axos. T8, rOS
I HIECER H1,N2
I ¡tT€cER 0sEHo ¡ HEH0, Hpos,,fliÁX, OArA€tio
R€Âtr8 co¡¡s.t H, co stHU
REÁL TE LASTI{
IHIEcER IOS, JOS, I H, JH, J¡tf, XH, L ¡t, rlit, H¡iH, N,{ i I , JIIJTE6!R HÂXH, HLP

, RE^t.8 surl, YNonH, X0tff

'OPÊIJ THE VÁRIOJS fILES IOR REÂOIXG AIIO VRII¡NC

'del¡ne våtscs of the constsnts used ni (he norñåti¿ô(¡on _

' the v¿túc of (he resistor
R=0. 112

' ¡he v¿lue of pi
Pl=5.11t592ó

' op€n fite (o¡^esd the no¡-rìãli¿ation cons!ðñts
opEr (ux ¡ l:11 , sTÂlus:, oLo, .. f¡LE:,CoHStAHTS,)

: rðdius of the riñ9
R€Á0 (11,.) RAO

' râdius ol rhe ci¡-cutôr cross section iñ the.iñ9
REÁD (l1..) Rllo

' íìêx iÂ¡¡ vottage fol^ ti during (he hysteaesis ¡-rrô
RÊâO (1I,.) VHAXH

' ñêx iîúô vottsge fo¡ X ðuring the one-shot run
R€Ao (ll,r) vsAXOS

' t i¡fìe constêñt for the hysterests aun
READ (II,r) IH

' !!* const€nr for the ono shot ¡uri
REAo (11.,) tos

' lyy. of turns of rhe p.iDa.y coit
READ (l1,.) flt

' iy+. of ru¡-ñs ol rhe señsing coi{
, R€ÁD ( 1l,i) x2

i group co^stants fo¡- cètcul.åtions
coNsIü:11/( 2. orP ¡ rRÁOrR )

, C0,{SlxU=( 2.RAOrR )/( RxorRHO.N l.}rZ )

'opeñ fite to reêct the oñe shot dðtå
oPEH (Ul J I = 7, s TÁ lus =,oLD ¡. fttE:¡oNE Snòl o¡t¡,1 -- '

'fe¿d in the onc shot dålå
D0 l0s= 1,200

REÂ0 ( 7,., ENO:101) xos os).yos os)
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OsE ¡t0 = IOS

, €N000

' !a ite checl
101 vrire (ó..) ,erld of one.shor is ,,ios
' nornåli¡e rhe oñe shot d¿t & Hrire data ¡c a nes liie

0pEt (UxI f =j,STAIUs:,N¿u/, r I LE=,lloRHAL I Z€D oHi sh¡;, )00 J0S=1,oSEX0
x{Ev( Jos ) =coNs r r¡,xos ( Jos )yli€V( J0S ):COriS Ì¡1Ur tOS. yOS ( JOS ) /vHAXOS
kr ire (j,.) ¡ñe!(jos), ynee(jos)

€ ¡i000

, c (osc (unir=J)

' opùñ lile !o re¿C the hysleresrs cèi¿
0pEH ( UN I I:E¡ StÁTUS: ' OrD ¡ 

!. ¡ILE=,fiySIERESIS DATA, )' rêôd in hysreres is dðta
0o ¡fi:1,100

R€AD (8,r,Efio:t0Z) XN(l!),y11( lli)
HEto:¡H

. 8X000

'l{rire check

,lot v¡ite (ó,') ¡end of hyste.esis is ,, herd
r fird the nâx H våtue ooiñt
' il the data staits out in € negå( ive qLjôd,
' firÈ th€ ist +ve,+ve vâtue

00 JH=1,fiEH0
¡tp0S = J H

¡f ( ( xH( Jlt ). G I .0.0 ). 
^10. 

( yH ( JH ).6t. O. O) ) cofo 103
ENOOO

' vr ire check

lrl ç¡ire.(ó,,) ,H goes +ve sr ,. hposr noE firø ehere the data gocs -ve, ie ßâx H våtue
CO J HX=fipOS, fi€HD

riHAX: J Hri

tr ( YH( Jrill ).1E.0. o ) 60ro lo3o
. ElioDo

'v¡.ite check
1010 r'rrile (ó,.) ,hnêx is,, hnÌêx- norn¿t r¡e the hysteresis dârâ

00 KB.t,HEH0
XH ( XH ):CoHS THrXH ( KH )
yH(XH 

) =CONSIHU. THiyt{( XH )/VHAXH
ÉH000

'krite Jiast pôat ol hysteresis dêt¿ out to the so.ted (nev) fileOO LH:I, (HENO.HHÂx)
xt{É9(0s€x0+LH)=X'l(NHÁX+LH- 

1 )
YflEU(0S€N0+L¡{ ):yfi ( ÍttÁX.t N_I)

t ÁSl H:XNÊV(OSEH0+t X )

, EriDDo

'srite check

, erite(ó,') ,h vatu€ lor (asr hysr point is,, lasrh

' H¡ite out the tast påat of rhe_hysteresis loop using d¿(è' lro.n rhe beginning of the o.igtnål file
¡ f irÉ poinr ¡.he.e toop e.Ès ðôd fi in

cñecx stâ¡t tn9 qusdaant

, t, (Ytl(l).t1.0.0) COIO 1O¿1

DO HH= 1, fiEHO

HL P:HX
It (xH(|tH).6t.tAsT8) colo 1o¿

t llD00

. c0t0 101

101¿ 0O HXti:l. ¡{ENO

Ht- p =8H¡l
tF (x¡t(HuH).Lr.LÀSlH) COrO 101

t 1t000
'H¡ i(e chec !
]01. erite (ó,.) ?¡estðrt of toop is ãr.,hlp'deternine rhere to st¿rt r¡iti¡r9 to sorted åarays

. HAxu : OSetO * (¡€xO.lr¡¡xj
'vrite out the tast bit ol the toop
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DO lìH:1, (tHÂX-¡tLp)
xrlE9( HAXfi+rri ): xH ( 8LP, tf . t)
lÈEv(HAXli+rx) =Yl(¡lLP*,lH- 1 )

, Eti000

' dete¡,Dine th nL'lber of poi^ts to qrt tc out
DAt Ätl]0:OS€XD+rEtD - Btp

'Hrile check

, vrite (ó,.) ¡tof6t nLíbe. of d¿tè por^rs uses js,, d¿(ðe^a' !r ire ou( sor(eo dats to nev lit€
0o ¡= 1,0ÁrÁ€HO
r.rRt¡E (9., ) x¡i€v( ¡ ), YH€e( i )
E NODO

CIoSE (UHtT=9)

:

' ¡ôte9.sre the dêtô fo¡- one.shot p{us hys¡eresis då¡å' 6¡d vrire out .esul( to â nee fite' open fite (o vrite fite cofiùinin9 iô(egra¡cd one.sñor ¿.d h),sterisis d¡tù0PEx (Uxl I:10,S'J^fUS:,xEv,,. f I !E:, ¡TIEcRATEo HYsTEREsIs,)

' 
SUH:o. O

00 J:2,0ArA€lio
tf (Yx€v(J).80,0.0) coÍo 105yHoRx:yHEv( J )/Å8S(yIEv( J ) )

XDt f f =Xx€v(J).XNEv(J- I )¡¡ (xDrÍ¡.€0.0.0) coro 105
SUH:SUH+t I YliFvl J ì+yltEV( J. 1 ) )/2, O.xC | ¡ f ), tliOR¡1105 L'n,r€ (10,.) xx¡v(,1), sun

ENOOO

. CLoSE (Uv :10)

S IOP
tN0
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Appendix C: List of Abbreviations of Technical Terms

ADC Analog to Digital Converter

BAC Backing Calorimeter

BCAL BarrelCalorimeter

BOPS Bipolar Operational power Supply

CC Charged Current

CTD Central Track Detector

DESY Deutsches Elektronen-synchrotronl:boratory

DVM Digital Voltimeter

FCAL ForwardCalorimerer

FTD Forward Tracking Detecror

GPIB General-PurposelnterfaceBus

HAC Hadron Calorimeter

HERA Hadron Electron Ring Accelerator

HP Hewlett-Packard

HPIB HewletçPackard Interface Bus

MOV Monostable Multivibrator

MUD Muon Detector

NC Neutral Current

PMT Photomultiplier Tube

QCD Quantum Chromodynamics

RCAL Rear Calorimeter
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RTD Rear Tracking Derector

TRD Transition Radiation Detector

VXD Verrex Derector

ZEUS Search to Elucidate UnderJying Symmetrv
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Appendix D: List of B.H data for the US sample

I (tesla) H Øtm) B (testa)
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